First Noble Truth

What We
Should
Know

We should know unbearable
sufferings in future lives and
Need to develop renunciation
from Samsara

If we remain in Samsara, cycle of
contaminated rebirth, suffering and problems
will never cease……we shall experience them
over and over again each time we take rebirth
In itself, our human rebirth is a true
suffering; it is precious and valuable only when
we use it to train in spiritual path

CLASSIFICATION OF SUFFERINGS
Two Type of Sufferings
Internal True Sufferings (within continuum of body and mind of any being in
Samsara
External True Sufferings (various environments and enjoyments of beings
within Samsara)

Another perspective

Sufferings experienced in human realms:a) Birth
b) Sickness
c) Ageing
d) Death
e) Other sufferings (dissatisfaction due to unfavourable
environment, misery of separation, unfilled desires etc)
Each of the 6 realms of existence has its own unique
forms of suffering

Suffering of Suffering (physical & unpleasant experience)
Suffering of Change (arise due to inflexible attitude to change)
Suffering produced by conditioned states (attachment to 5 aggregates / I / self]

Second Noble Truth
True Origins (Self-grasping
ignorance)

What We
Should
Abandon

These Desires (tanha - virtuous and nonvirtuous) is a "Throwing action" that propel you
back into SAMSARA.

UNDERSTANDING
FOUR NOBLE
TRUTHS

What We
Should
Attain

Origin of Suffering is attachment to 3 Kinds of
DESIRE:a) Desire for SENSE PLEASURE (kama tanha)
b) Desire to BECOME (bhava tanha)
c) Desire to GET RID OF AVERSION (vibhava
tanha)

Third Noble Truth

True Cessations

Should attain cessations (i.e.,
permanent cessation of
suffering and its root, selfgrasping ignorance).
Ultimate goal of human life,
supreme permanent peace of
mind (NIRVANA) and pure
and everlasting happiness of
enlightenment.

1) The end of suffering is non-attachment, or
letting go of desire or craving
2) This is the state of Nibbana, where greed,
hatred and delusion are extinct
3) Freedom from attachments to the five
aggregates is the end of suffering

Our self-grasping ignorance is a mind that mistakenly believes that
our self, our body and all other things that we normally see actually
exist. Becos of this ignorance we develop attachment to the things
we like and anger at things we do not like. We then performed
various kind of non virtuous actions.
As illustration: Usually we equate suffering with "Painful Feeling",
but feeling is not suffering. Desire does not cause suffering; the
cause of suffering is grasping of desire. When you really see the
origin of suffering, you will realize that the problem is the grasping of
desire and not the desire itself. Grasping means being deluded by
it, thinking it's really "ME" and "MINE".

If we were to abandon our self-grasping permanently, all our
suffering and problems of this life and of countless future lives will
cease permanently.
Therefore, we should apply great effort to recognizing, reducing and
finally abandoning our ignorance of self-grasping completely.

Buddha's first teaching: Four Noble Truths (Dharmacakra
Pravartana Sutra)

We should meditate on this determination continually, and put our
determination into practice.

By letting go of attachment to desire for
conditioned phenomena, desire can come to an
end and we can be liberated from Suffering.

Fourth Noble Truth
Practise the Path (Eightfold
Path)

What We
Should
Practise

Higher Discipline
(Higher discipline - virtuous determination to abandon
inappropriate actions)

Right Speech
Right Action
Right Livelihood

Practice via trainings of higher discipline,
higher concentration and higher wisdom

Higher Concentration
(Nature of concentration is a single-pointed virtuous mind)

Right Effort
Right Mindfulness
Right Concentration

Higher Wisdom
(Functions to understand meaningful objects such as
existence of past and future lives, karma and emptiness)
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Right View
Right Intention
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